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Trump is a master of fiat lying. What follows is a short version of Chapter 40 of my book

on privacy and followed by my book on lies.

We can expose one Trump’s most effective fiat lie techniques with two actual English

words that haven’t been in use for many years: Confutation and Counteraccusation.

“Confute” means ‘brings to naught the other guy’s argument … silence him somehow’).

One way to do that is to use an outrageous lie (Obama was not born in the USA, there is

no global warming).

Of which a counteraccusation is a type of outrageous lie that confutes (eg. Pelosi had a

meltdown, Pelosi has something wrong ‘up there’, etc.)

People naturally shut up wondering how this could be true. Some people who just like

the liar believe it must be true because he said it, and others just wonder, but remember

the lie because they wonder where he got that idea from. Anyway, nobody forgets the lie

so Trump stays on top.

Trump’s lies are almost always candidates for the Internet Court of Lies.

Fiat Lies are Genocide on the Human Race

The Internet Court of Lies
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This is because Trump very carefully will not debate his fiat lies. He just lies with more

confuting lies about his lies.

His lies need to go to enforced moderated dialogue to determine things like truth and

intended deceit. “Enforced moderated dialogue” is what a court is. There were private

public open courts of common law long before there were courts of legislated law. We

need an Internet Court of Lies, and we need to pass the word out.

The above medium link is a friends link for the Internet Court of Lies medium article,

and can be passed out freely to everybody. For that article, everybody in the world is just

my friend.
)
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